Abstract. YouTube is dramatically increasing by various industries for a marketing purpose. Sentiment analysis is aimed to analyze the textual data. It can be used to observe and summarize information from the social media data. However, building lexicon without human-coding efforts is one of challenge for a lexicon based sentiment analysis. In this study, we proposed an approach for building sentimental lexicon using the morphological sentence pattern model for analyzing social media data.
Introduction
In recent years, people generate data such as news, emotions, and opinions to communicate with others through the social media [1] . Various industries have spared no efforts to build advantages using social media because it allows to reach target audiences efficiently. The social media data contains information to understand trends, issues, individuals and human behavior, and identifying influential people [2] . Sentiment analysis is aimed to analyze the textual data. It helps to observe and summarize people's opinions or emotional states. Despite the demands of sentiment analysis methods for analyzing social media data, fundamental challenges still remain because user-generated online textual data is unstructured, unlabeled, and noisy to be analyzed accurately. Especially, building lexicon usually needs human-coding efforts because the lexicon affects a quality of result in the lexicon based sentiment analysis approaches [3, 4] . Accordingly, we proposed a method which is morphological sentence patterns model in our previous research [5] . In the research, we found some characteristics to extract aspects and expressions from YouTube comments for improving efficiency and accuracy using the length of pattern, the frequency and the co-occurrence. Also, we suggested how to apply the morphological sentence pattern model to maintain suggested F-score for the social media data.
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Related Works
The purpose of sentiment analysis is extracting opinion or emotional states regarding certain topics such as events, products, entertainers, politicians, movies, services from the text based data to find people's interesting and thoughts. Particularly, the aspectbased sentiment analysis is broadly used for in-depth analysis [3, 4] . To building lexicon more accurately and efficiently, we proposed morphological sentence pattern model in our previous research. It guarantees relatively higher F-score (82.81%) than existing approaches for movie reviews [5] . In this model, a natural language processing tool which is the "Stanford CoreNLP" made by The Stanford Natural Language Processing Group used for recognizing patterns and extracting aspects and expression. This tool provides refined results from text data based on English grammar such as the base forms of words, the parts of speech (POS) [6] . In this paper, the system collected social media data such as YouTube comments for experiments and we suggested how to apply this approach to maintain suggested accuracy (Fscore) using the morphological sentence pattern model.
Implementation
To collect YouTube comments, we used a YouTube collecting tool which was developed by Lee et al [7] . YouTube provides APIs to collect data such as video information, user profiles, and comments. The crawler collects comments posted on a movie that retrieves by keywords related to the target objects such as companies, products, politicians or movies. It also collects the data repeatedly within scheduled time based on user requests. For this study, we used a word 'Jurassic World' as seed to collect 1,000 YouTube comments. We collected 1,000 documents from YouTube comments related a movie "Jurassic World" for experiments, and then we selected 1,000 sentences to compare fairly because the extractor retrieve the data based on each sentence. The system extracts aspects and expressions from the each 1,000 sentences using extracted patterns through the pattern recognizer.
To extract aspects and expressions, we used the Morphological pattern recognizer [5] . The recognizer extracts what Part of speeches (POS) are surrounding aspect or expression candidates. When a sentence contains an aspect candidate, the extractor extract a sequence of POSs as a pattern from the sentence. For diversity of extraction, the method considered N-grams model for matching the patterns. N-gram is defined as a contiguous sequence of n items from a given sequence of text or speech and Ngram widely used for text based analysis [8] . The aspect and expression extractor matches all possible patterns. In addition, the longest pattern has a higher priority to avoid duplicate extraction and this strategy helps to less computation time because it doesn't necessary to match all pattern when a pattern matched. We named this method is 'LF' (Longest First).
To evaluate the performance, we calculated the F-measure which is broadly used to measure the performance for this type of systems [9] . The F-measure considers the "Recall" and "Precision" (1) . The recall means the portion of relevant instances that are retrieved, and the precision means the portion of retrieved instances that are Advanced Science and Technology Letters Vol.136 (ITCS 2016) relevant. To calculate F-score for extracted aspects and expressions, we build answerset by the human-coding process.
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Experiment
The pattern recognizer generated morphological sentence patterns which consist 20 to 1 lengths POSs surrounding aspect and expression candidates. Accordingly, 71,178 patterns are generated from YouTube comments for aspects, and 49,915 patterns are generated from YouTube comments for expressions. To reduce processing time and avoid duplications of aspects and expressions, we selected certain lengths of patterns based on what lengths of patterns can extract correct aspects as many as possible. To select patterns, we used the average number of correct aspects (17.9) and expression (9.5) as a threshold from all extracted patterns. In this case, 1 to 5 lengths patterns could extract 96.93% (347 out of 358) of correct aspects and 2 to 6 lengths patterns could extract 89.53% (325 out of 363) of correct aspects for YouTube. Therefore, we selected these lengths of patterns to extract aspects and expressions and we named these patterns as 'Selected Pattern'. In addition, we used two more methods which are named "LF" and "Cooccurrence". "LF" means longest-first matching to avoid duplications of aspects and expressions because a generated patterns is made by the pattern recognizer using an original pattern. If the extractor matches both patterns with a sentence, the data duplication may occur. "Co-occurrence" means that the system retrieves pairs of aspects and expressions when a pair of aspect and expression is occurred in a sentence over one or more times to improve F-score.
Fig. 1. The results of extracting aspects and expression for YouTube by Methods
As shown in the Fig. 1 , when we used selected patterns for extracting aspects from YouTube, the processing time (12,014 patterns used, 298 seconds spend) is about 6 times faster than all patterns used (71,178 patterns used, 1,801 seconds spend). Also, when we used selected the patterns for extracting expressions from YouTube (5,852 patterns used, 147 seconds spend), the processing time is about 9 times faster than all patterns used (49,915 patterns used, 1,279 seconds spend). This results imply that the 'Selected Pattern LF' shows the highest F-score and the lowest processing time. It means that this method mostly affects both accuracy and processing time while "Selected Pattern" affects only the processing time.
Conclusion
In this research, we proposed a method for building aspect based sentiment lexicon for social media using MSP model (morphological sentence pattern model). This model retrieves aspects and expressions using morphological sentence patterns which is extracted by the pattern recognizer. To apply the model for social media, we examined the methods with YouTube comments. Then, we suggested manners to refine patterns, aspects, and expressions to improve the processing time and the Fscore. And, our proposed method this approach is verified with YouTube comments through our experiments.
